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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE
ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL BURN PRESSURE-FED




Various space shuttle ascent configurations were tested in the
MDAC Aerophysics 4 x 4 Ft. Trisonic Wind Tunnel. The models were 0.6
percent scale. The ascent configurations consisted of a NASA/MSC
040A orbiter in combination with various HO centerline tank and boos-
ter geometries. The purposes of the tests were to determine the aero-
dynamics of the ascent configurations, the aerodynamic interference
between components and its effect on orbiter aerodynamics, and to
determine orbiter aileron effectiveness.
The model was sting mounted with either a single internal balance
(in the orbiter HO tank) or dual internal balances (one in the orbiter
and one in the orbiter HO tank). With the dual balance setup, three
types of runs were made; one with tank alone on the tank balance, one
with tank and two attached boosters on the tank balance, and one with
the tank and one booster attached on the tank balance and the other
booster isolated on a separate sting but in proximity to the tank and
orbiter. In addition to the 6-component force and moment balance data,
base pressure data were taken for the boosters, the tank and the orbiter.
Angle of attack data included a sweeps at 0° and 6° p (the latter in-
volving a knuckle change) and p sweeps at 0° and 6° a. Through the use
of a remote roll device it was usually possible to get both an a sweep
and a p sweep in a single run.
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INTRODUCTION (Continued)






Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tanks Tl and T2
Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tank T3
Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tank T4
Ascent configuration plume studies
and configuration buildup




















speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (PI - Poo)/q
Mach number; Via
pressure; N/m2, psf
dynarliic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec




angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab
b BREF
base area; m2, ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis











































CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitchln~moment
qSlREF
CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb




forebody drag coefficient; CD - c~
side-force coefficient; side force
t qS
yawing-moment coefficient;



































aileron, total aileron deflection angle,
degrees, (left aileron-right aileron)/2.
elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
rudder, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge to the left;
degrees
6rf RUDFLR rudder flare, split rudder deflection angle,
left split rudder trailing edge left and
right split rudder trailing edge right,




The wind tunnel models were 0.6 percent scale models and included one
orbiter configuration, four tank configurations, and seven booster configu-
rations. The orbiter centerline HO propellant tanks included variations in
diameter (302 and 325 in.), nose cone angle (100 and 150 ), and axial position
(120 inch travel). Of the boosters, three were solid rocket motors with the
remainder being pressure fed boosters. The pressure fed boosters included
variations in diameter (206 and 248 inch), nose cone angle (150 and 200 )·and
base flare (50 and 150 ). The solid rocket motors included variations in
diameter (156 and 120 in.) and base flare (00 and 150 ) for the 156 in. motor.
In additio~ simulated rocket plumes were tested at M = 1.5 and 2.2 for
both pressure fed and solid rocket motor boosters. These plumes were made up
of three solid aluminum bodies each of which represented an envelope of in-
dividual engine plumes for the orbiter and each booster. These envelopes
were generated by taking the outermost plume boundary of the outermost engine
for each component and rotating this boundary about the null thrust vector
of the component (orbiter or booster). The individual engine plumes were
generated at MSC with the plume boundary defined by a method of characteris-
tics solution with the flow field originating at the exit plane, and the
effects of the external flow on the boundary calculated by Newtonian impact
theory.
_'rhe coptours of the v!l!_i:~~p}..~eEl_tel?_t_~d_~;r'~_-.9,ef1!1~g.1.11 Ta'b.le A_~n.d. .
Figure 43 through 46. The matrix of plume testing was as follows:
CONFIGURATION BOOSTER PWME ORBITER PWME M.m3T
01T1Bl LOX/PROP M = 2.5 4 ENG. J2S M = 2.5 2.2
°lT1Bl LOX/PROP M = 1. 5 3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5 1.5
°lT1Bl LOX/PROP M = 1.5 3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5 2.2
°lT3B6 156" SRMM = 1.5 3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5 1.5
O:LT3B6 156" SRM M = 2.2 3 ENG. RiPc M = 2.2 2.2
01T4B7Al-4 120" SRM M = 1.5 3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5 1.5
O1T4B7Al-4 120" SRM M = 2.2 3 ENG. RiPc M = 2.2 2.2
7














































Canopy Off (Replaces CO)
Description
Tank complete
Tank complete at an alternate position with






Thrust vectoring fuel tank for B7
Description
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M =1.5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.2
8
TEST FACILITY
The MDAL 4' Trisonic Wind Tunnel facility is a blowdown type operation
capable of Mach nwnbers of 0.2 to 5.0 and Reynolds numbers from approximately
1 x 106 to 2 x 106 per inch. The subsonic and transonic Mach numbers are
run in a porous wall test section which is removed for supersonic testing.
The supersonic test section utilizes a two dimensional flexible plate nozzle
to obtain Mach numbers 1. 5 to 5. o. The models are mounted on a sting that
is supported from a vertical translating strut with a vertical plane rotating
pod having a pitch range of -150 to +250 when no offset adapters are present.
MODELS AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The test models with all of their interchangeable component parts were
0.60 percent of full scale.
The orbiter model had a blended body contoured into a low delta wing.
Effects of orbiter position and booster relative to the tank was investigated
at two longitudinal locations on the tank (nominal and aft). The orbiter and
boosters can be bolted to the tank (Tl) in both nominal and aft positions as
well as independently mounted from the tank. For the bolted orbiter case, the
orbiter balance was inoperative and there were no force or moment data for the
orbiter.
Effects of the orbiter control surfaces and control surface deflections
were investigated for elevons, ailerons, and rudder with the surfaces de-
flected and undeflected.
Transition strips of No. 120 carborundum grit we_~_~_\l§_E:!d to insure boundary
layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow. These strips were-"3/32- inches
wide and were located 3/4 inches aft of the orbiter nose, 1/2 inch aft of
the booster nose, 1/2 inch aft of the tank nose, and at 5 percent local chord
(both surfaces) on the wings, vertical tails and fins.
To achieve the required test angles of attack and sideslip two straight
balance adapters were used in combination with the MDAL 6 degree sting adap-
ter. A straight sting section positioned the model properly in the test
section.
Pressure data for the orbiter, tank or the booster were obtained from
base and balance cavity pressure pickups that were cantilevered off the
sting. Leads for these pickups were routed externally over the model support
system and into the tunnel strut. The boosters in the presence of the tank
each had a base pressure pickup.
9
DATA REDUCTION
The data are corrected for such factors as model tares, sting bending
and balance deflections, interactions, and bilinearities.
Composite Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using its
reference dimensions and about the tank MRP, using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
2. The tank data were reduced about the tank MRP using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
3. A summation of the orbiter (tank MRP) and tank (tank MRP) data
with all data corrected for angular attitudes to the tank body
axes.
Orbiter Alone Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for
lateral ).
Tank Alone Configurations
1. The tank data were reduced about the tank MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions.
Booster Alone Configurations
1. The booster data were reduced about the booster MRP using
the orbiter reference dimensions.
Ascent configuration composite tank MRP data, orbiter alone data, tank
alone data and booster alone data are presented in this report, with the
remaining data on file and available upon request.



































See Figures 13& 15
Total Base (AB)/Tank Tl - 422 Ft2 2.125 In2
T2 - 422 Ft2 2.125 In2
T3 - 518 Ft2 2.613 In2
T4

















See Figures 13 & 16 through 19
DATA REDUCTION (CONTINUED)
Areas:
Total Base (AB)/Booster Bl 901.0 Ft2 4.539 In2
BlS1 - 2125 Ft2 11.0093 In2
B1S2 - 4785 Ft2 24.7887 In2
B2 137.8 Ft2 0.694 In2
B2S 428 Ft2 2.158 In2
B3 902 Ft2 4.545 In2
B4 568 Ft2 2.865 In2
B5 557 Ft2 2.883 In2
B6 95.4 Ft2 0.481 In2





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per .t~nchJ__.___ (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.4 0.50 x lOb 3.3 53
0.6 0.8~ x 106 7.6 47
0.7 0.74 x 106 7.8 68
o.q 0.7Q x 1eP 10 0 E:;() ,
0·95 0.67 x 106 8.8 53
1.05 0.69 x 106 9.5 50
1.1 0.69 x 1dJ 9.8 52
1.5 0.63 x 1eP 10.0 55 .
2.2 0.63 x 1eP 9·9 68
2•. 21) 0.94 x 1eP 14.0 52
2.5 0.66 x 1eP 10.'1 91



















Several balances were re~uired during the test. Listed below are the




3/4" D. 1" D.
Runs 1-10 Itr DAL #13 NAR
Runs 11-113 #13 NAR
Runs 114-184 #5DAL
Runs 185-197 - #13 NAR
Runs 198-270 #58 DAL #13 NAR
Runs 271-420 #58 DAL #11 DAL
Runs 421-424 #11 DAL
Runs 425-459 #11 DAL
Runs 460-474 #11 DAL
Runs 475-569 #58 DAL #11 DAL
Runs 570-646 #11 DAL
Balance MK. 3lA MK. 2A MK. 10 MK. 7 MK. 3C
3/4" D.tr DAL 3/4" D. #5 DAL 3/4" D. #58 DAL 1" D. #13 NAR 1" D. #11 DAL
, Gage Capacity
NF (each) 100 lb. 100 lb. 100 lb. 500 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
SF (each) 100 lb. 50 lb. 100 lb. 300 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
AF 80 lb. 25 lb. 50 lb. 500 lb. 150 lb.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. MODEJ:, COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS



































.• ' _ .... 'e' , .... '.. ';".
...........: .. -:... ' ... '..














































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent) (y = 441)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 V~C
W.P. of .25 r·lAC




EXPOSED DATA, INCLUDES ELEVONS
Area







Fus. Sta, of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 r·lf\C






































































DRAWING NUr~BER: J1.P SDD 9 -24-71
\
DIMENSIONS: (FOR BOTH ELEVONS)
Area
Span (equivalent), INca
Inb'd equivalent chord, IXCR
Outb'd equivalent chord, ISCH
Ratio ffiovable surface chordl
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. c~ord
A~ Outb 'd equiv. chord




Area Noment (tlonnal to hir.;e line)































VERTICAL FIN ~ VI
"




"DRAii ING~NUr·1B ER :
DIMENSIOtIS:
JLP SDO 9 -24..;71
.',
FUll-SCAt£" MODEL SCALE'



















lead i n9 Edge '




Tip. (equivalent) (Z 74?2)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC




















































Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC









. .. TABLE 3. (COwrINUED ) -
. _.-.- --
HODEL CONPONENT: _ .RUDDER.:-RL-__,__
. .. _.- ..-....
GENERAL OESCRIPTION:





















448. ft) .145 :'n.3
..




Inbld equivalent chord , I~~H
Outbid equivalent chore! , r:\CR
Ratio movable surface chord!
total" surface chord
At fnbld equiv. chord
A~ Outbid equiv. chord

















MOD~L COl':PO:i~r:T': VI: RTI Cf\L TM L - V2-
._-----.;....-------------
TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED) ./
..
GEl:ERf,l DESCRIPTIO:!: Centerline Stc:Dilizer
-------------------
ORAWWG llU:·mER:



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
NAC I
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 l·lAC


















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 :·I,\C











































FULL -SCf\LE MODEL SCALE
181 ft2 2.939 in
-----
346 in 2.073 in
115 in .691 in
36 in .217 ; n
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord


















........_-_ ..--_._. ----' . ..








GEtlERAL DESCRIPTION: Blunt pod mounted on both wing' tips.. ·· '.
















































Pods mounted on both sides of aft end of fuselage.

































· TABLE 3. CCONTI:Nt1ED ).
MODEL CGr;IPONENT: BODY - UO Ta_n_k_-_T~2 . ~ _
GENErAL DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
econe =10°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.




























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - HO Tank - T]
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
,-----------
acone =15°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.










1867 in. 11.205 in.
301 in. 1.806 in.







494. ft 2 2.562 in. 2
.bl25 in. 2
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
~Df.L Cm·1PONENT: BOtH ..;....-_H....O,.....T_a_n_k__-_T~3---------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
e cone: 10°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.
























TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT: ~BO=D..;..Y_-~HO~-_T;..;.AN;..;.K;...- T~4r----- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Blunt Cone-Cylinder Centerline Tank with Aft Boat Tail
aCone = 20°. Nose Radius = 22 In. Full-Scale. Maximum Diameter = 334 In.
Full Scale.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENS IONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 1700 Iii • 10.200 In.
Max. Width 334 In. 2.004 In.
Dta.
Max. Depth 334 In. 2.004 In.
Fineness Ratio 5.09 5.09
Area
Max. Cross -Secti ana1 608 Ft. 2 3.154 In. 2
Planform
Wetted
Base 537 Ft. 2 2.785 2In.
48
MODEL COMPONENT: TANK VENTRAL FIN, F1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single Fin Mounted on Tank, T4•









At Inb1d equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord





















MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Booster, 81
GENERAl. DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn version of recoverable oressura-fed boostel'
(RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder with afterbody flare. aeone - 20°. (lflare = 15°.
Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.
DRAW ING NU118ER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 179q in. 10.79? i.!L...__
Dia. Body 206 in. 1.236 in.
Max. Dia. Flare 402 in. 2.412 in.
Fineness Ratio 8.73 8.73
Area
Cross-Sectional ( Body) 231 ft2 1.200 in. 2
Planform
Wetted
Base (flare) 901' ft2 4.539 in. 2
50
HODEL C01·1PONENT:
TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )































11. 0093 In. 2
,. " ...
" .
TABLE 3O' ( CONTImJED )











1799 In. 10,792 In,
206 In, 1.236 In,









24 7887 '1n. 2
,,.
,
'TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )




















156 in. 0.936 in.











TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
~IDDEL COI1PONENT: BODY" Booster - B2S
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:



















Base (Flare) 22.158 in.
i .
TABLE 3. (CONTIl'IDED)
t40DEL COMPOtIENT: BODY - B~oster_-_B..J..3 _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn version of recoverable pressure-fed
booster (RPFB), Blunt cone-cylinder with ~fterbody flare. ? cone = 15°.










1800 in. 10.800 in.
206 in. 1.236 in.













TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Booster - B4 -------_._--
GENEAAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn version of recovcrabie prcssur~-fed
booster (RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder w~th afterbody flare. Scone = 20°,




GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single fin mounted on each 84 booster flare.
Roll-out angle is 45 0 down. Fin has no movable surface.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:
Area (exposed olanform, 1 fin)





At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord














































1. 916 In •
8.73
1.200 In. 2
2 88 10. 2
F .
TABLE 3. ( CONTnnJED )
MODEL CONIPONENi: BODY - Booster •..B~6,,-- ~



























TABLE 3. ('CONTINUED )

























































0, (3 Eng. -HiPe)
re =92.5 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re x/re rire
0 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.0
0.5 1.17 0.5 1.23 0.5 1.0
1.0 1.22 1.0 1.48 1.0 1.0
1.5 1.23 1.5 1.70 1.5 1.0





re = 118 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.33 0.5 1.10
1.0 1.62 1.0 1.20
1.5 1.88 1.5 1.26
2.0 2.13 2.0 '.33 .
2.5 2.33 2.G 1.41
3.0 2.51 3.0 1.47
4.0 2.84 4.0 1.57
5.0 3.12 5.0 1.62
6.0 3.35 6.0 1.65
7.0 3.55 7.0 1.66










B1 ~ (4 Eng. -J2S )
r e = 187 in. r e = 89 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.34 0.5 1.21
1.0 1.53 1.0 1.34
1.5 1.77 1.5 1.46
2.0 1.91 2.0 1.56
2.5 2.03 2.5 1.61
3.0 2.13 3.0 1.67
4.0 2.30 4.0 1.71
5.0 2.30 5.0 1.75
6.0 2.23
.3.-
M = 1.5 M = 2.2
re = 60 in. re = 60 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.026 1.01 0.04 1.02
0.100 1.05 0.17 1.09
0.240 1.10 0.23 1.12
0.320 1.14 0.30 1.16
0.430 1.18 0.38 1.20
0.680 1.27 0.48 1.24
1.000 1.34 0.58 1.29
1.400 1.50 0.70 1.34
1.870 1.61 0.83 1.40
2.430 1.72 1.13 1.52
3.410 1.87 1.30 1.60
4.150 1.94 1.69 ·1.73
4.970 1.98 2.13 1.87
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TABLE 6. (CONCllJDED )
PLO'I'I'ED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) - CN, CA, CAF, CIM, CL & CDF vs. ALPHA
CN & CL vs. CIM, CL & CLSQR vs. CDF
(B) - CY, CYN & CBL vs. ALPHA
(C) - CY, CYN, CBL & CAF vs. BETA
(D) - CY, CYN, CBL vs. BEl'A
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v:~ - V\Jl(;EIl linEA cm-rrERI.1llE vr~HTICAL TAIL MID RUDDEH
_._-----
F.B. 7.590
2B = 2.53.4 inv
b = 2.215 in
C = 1.239 in
AR =1.95
CR = 1.728 in
CT = 0.542 in
A • 0.310





Note: All dimeJ1:~1.\\110 nl.'C ll:otl<:l Genlc in inches.
Figure 25. Vertical Fin and..:Rudde~, V2
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSACOperations.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
~4TA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD??Oi) C) MD4C 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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XMRP 10ee.0040 I .
vHRP 0.0000 IN.
ZHRP 404.0004 I ....
SCALE o.ooeo
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CON~I~U~ATION DESC~IPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITE~ ALONE os
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DATA ISIr",: SYMBOL CONFIGUR"TION DESCRIPTION
CRD??Dtl () MO"C S-222 ORBITER "LONE 01
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF ~ISS.~040 i 5Q.FT.
LREF e09.S004 IN.
BREF •••• 0004 tN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESC~IPTION
CRD770S. 0 MOAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-ZZZ ORBITER ALONE 01
MOAC S-ZZZ ORBITER ALONE 01
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I RO 02) z:s
CONFI~URATION DEsCRIPTION
HDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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CON~IGUR4TION DEsCRIPTION
MD4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE 01
HD4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE 01
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MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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DATA ~ET SYMBOl CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD??Dll Co) MDAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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C~FIGUR4TI~ DESCR1PTI~
MD4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE 01
~D4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE 01
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C~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC s-ee~ ORBITER ALONE 01
"DAC s-e~~ ORBITER ALONE 01
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"DAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA $!:T SYMBOl..
I RO,.,.OI I 0
I RO,.,.02I z:s
CON~IGURATION OESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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~DAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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D4T4 IIET SYMBOL
CRD?TDt I 0
I RD??DZ I z:s
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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D4T4 SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
CRD??OII () MD4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE 01
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
eATA SET SYMBOl..
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I SD oS I ZI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD77DI) C) MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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DATA SET SYMBOL
CRD Ol I 0
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CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA ?ET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION OESCRIPTION
IRO??O\1 () MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 0\
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MD4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE 01
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DAT~ SET SYMBOL CON~l~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD??OI1 () MDAC S-222 ORBITER A~ONE 01
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~AC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVl
~DAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OIVI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?,.04') 0 MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OiVI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
~AYA S~l SVM~~ CON~KGU~ATION DESCRIPTION
(C077041 () MOAC a-222 ORBITER ALONE OIV!
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD??041 () MDAC S-222 OR9ITER ALONE 01V1
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SE7 SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC~??O"') () MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVl
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVl
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CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OIYI
MDAc 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OIYI
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MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OIVI
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CONrlGURATIOM DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Yl
NOAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Yl
-so
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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EFFECTS 6F BETA 6N L6NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 6F 61Vl



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD7'7'D4 I. Cl MDAC S-222 ORB I TER ALONE 01 Yl













































































MOAC $-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Vl
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I'IDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE Otyt
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MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Yl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SIZT SYPoli30L
(CO"''''04) 0
( CD1'?09 ) z:x
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITE~ ALONE 01Vl
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DATA SET. SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD??04) () MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVl
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DATA sET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD??0411 () MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Vl
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~DAC S-Z2Z ORB1T£~ ALONE 01V1
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
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DATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD??04) () MDAC S-222 oRBITER ALONE 01Vl
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qATA 8ET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD??041 () "DAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OIVt
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CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
HDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE Otvt
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DATA O~T SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C~T?041 () MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VI
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET 5YM8~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI~
CCD??04) (.) MDAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Vt
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1l0AC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVI
"OAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OtVI
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CONFtG~RATION O£SCP.IPTION
MDAC S-Z2Z ORBITER ALONE OIVI
MDAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE OIVI
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MoAC S-222 ORBtTER ALONE 01Vl

















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- a- 4-.- 8
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IIDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Vl
IIDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Vl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7704) () MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Vl
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF 01 VOFF
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
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EFFECTS DF BETA DN LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF 01 VDFF
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MOAC S-ZZZ ORBITER ALONE OlVOFF
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyMBOl..
cco a .. l 0
CCO 081 Zl
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 2- 4- 8- 8
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF
MOAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF
-so
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF 01
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- a- ...-.-.
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE O'VOFF
HDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE O'VOFF
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NDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVOFF
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OIVOFF
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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EFFECTS DF BETA DN LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(Co??av) C) H04C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE OtVOFF
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
"DAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01vOFF
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-ZZZ ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF
MDAC S-ZZZ ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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EFFECTS DF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD??O?) 0 MDAC S-222 ORB I TER ALONE 01 VOFF












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
MDAC a-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
-10
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 6F 01
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-a··. I • .10 .08 .01 .04 .oe .00 -.oe -.01 -.08 -.10
-.1'
DATA sEt SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD??o?1 () MDAC s-eez ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01 V 6FF
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MDAC a-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVOFF
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EFFECTS Of BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 61 VOFF
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
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(CD 081 21
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
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MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OIYOFF
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EFFECTS OF BETA DN LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01 V OFF
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES



















































MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
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"DAC 11-222 ORBITER ALONE OIVOFF
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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HD4C 8-222 ORBITER 4LONE OlVOF~













BREF 1'•• 0004 IN.




































ND4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE Ol'~
ND4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE OlYOFF
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 4- I- .-10
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aATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7'7'07'I 0 MOAC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF

















eCALE 0 0 0010
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VOFFEFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET a~~B~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD O.. I 0 I40AC S-1I!22 ORB I TER ALONE 01 VOIFF






















LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
a.aa.a0.1
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01
























































MDAC S-ZZZ ORBITER ALONE 01VOF~
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VOFFEFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01











































0.1 0.2 a.S 0.5 0.15 0.0 o.e
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET lIYNBOl.
(CO o.. , Cl(co oe, IS
CONFIGURATION DE8CRIPTION
MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OlYOFF
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EFFECTS DF BETA DN LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF 01 VDFF
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(CD O.. , 0
(CD Olll n
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
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MDAC 8-eee ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01 VOFF
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD??D?1 0 MDAC S-ZZZ ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
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MOAC S-222 ORBITE~ ALONE 01VOFF
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClMI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CO??O?) (.) MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OIVOFF
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, ClM
DATA 8~T ,Y~BOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD??O?1 () MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOVF
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01 VOFF
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4T4 SET. SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(RD??O?1 C) MD4C S-222 ORBITER 4~ONE 01VOFF









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- It- 4-.-.
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
MOAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVOFF
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EFFECTS 6F BETA 6N LATERAL-OIRECTI6NAL CHARACTERISTICS 6F 61 V6FF
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MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
















ZMRP 404" 0004 IN.
ICALE 0.0080
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- Ie- 4- .-.
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
"DAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01VOFF





















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET STHBOL C~FI~URATI~ DESCRIPTION
I RD7'7'D7 I 0 "OAC &-222 ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF














XNRP 1088 •. 0040 IN.
YNR~ 0.0000 IN.
ZMR~ 404 0 0004 IN.
SCALE a.ooeo
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- e- 4-.-.
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVOFF
~OAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OlVOFF
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MOAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF
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MOAC a-222 ORBITER ALONE OtVOFF
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- Ii!- 4- II- II
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CON~IGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
"D~C S~222 ORBITER ~LONE 01Cl
"D~C S-222 ORBITER ~LONE 01Cl
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERlSTlCS OF OICI
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF OICI
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Cl
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- e- 4-.-.
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
NDAC a-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Cl
NDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Cl
-10
EFFECTS OF BETA 6N lATERAl-DIRECTI6NAl CHARACTERISTICS 6F 61CI
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01Cl
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Cl
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YMRP 0.0000 IN.
























MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OtCI
MOAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE OtCt
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01CI
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MDAC s-e22 ORBITER ALONE OICI

















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- I!- 4-.- II
CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
MD4C 8-222 ORBITER 4LONE OICI
MD4C 8-222 ORBITER 4LONE OICI
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OICI
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- e- 4-.-.-10
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DATA SEY SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I RD??OQ I () ~DAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OICI























































NDAC 8-222 ORBITER A~ONE OICI
NDAC 8-222 ORBITER A~ONE OICI
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~DAC 8-222 ORBJTER ALONE OlCl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREESI
D4T4 lET IYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
IAD."P09) 0 MD4C S-222 ORBITER 4LONE OlCI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA seT syMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD??09) () NDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Ct
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1l0AC 5-222 ORBITER ALONE O'CI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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(I<D ...... 'O) II
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
NOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01Cl
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- a- 4- 8-.
CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01C2
MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01C2
-to
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 0lC2

































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- \!- 6 - 4
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC 8-222 ~BITER ALONE OlC\!
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OtC2
-to - 8
EffECTS Of BETA fJi LATERAl-OIR£ClleNA.L CH~RACTERlSTlCS OF 01C2
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 61C2
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DATA aET' SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD,.?U} 0 MDAC a-222 ORBITER ALONE OtC2
















'REF ..... 0004 IN.






























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- Il- 4- 6- tl
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01C2
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DATA S~T SY~B~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD??til () MDAC S-222 ORBITER 4LONE 01C~
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MDAC 8-222 OR8ITER ALONE OlC2
















































ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- e- 4- e- S
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01C2
~DAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01C2
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE OtC2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- a- ..-.- ell
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MD4C 5-222 ORBITER ALONE OiC2
~D~C 9-222 ORBITER ALONE OlC2
-to
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA Se:T SYMBOl..
I RD ' , j 0
I RD '2) ZS
COfIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01e2















LREF '0~.S004 IN •
.REF ••••~004 IN.
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 12- 4- fl- (I
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01C2
~04C 8-222 ORBITER ALONE 01C2
-10
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MDAC S-222 ORBITER ALONE 01C2
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MDAC S-222 ~aIT~R ALONE 01ce
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NDAC a-eee ORBITER ALONE Olce
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC s-e22 ORBITER ALONE OlC2
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
·'-.0••
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DATA S~T SyMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IADn'l1) 0 MDAC S-22Z ORBITER ALONE 01e2
















BRE~ 1 •• ,,0004 IN.
XMRP 101100040 IN.
YMRP 0 0 0000 IN.
ZMRP 40400004 IN.
IC'ALE 0,0010
MACH 4.47 PAGE 201
LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF VARIDUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
rr , I i r -r -,--r-,












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -tp - 8 - 6 -. - 2 o 2 • 8 to 12






04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4·LL CONOlTIQNS
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE FO~ 4LL CONDITIONS
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L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F VARI~USTANKS AT BETA = 0
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DATA SET SytoteOL





"OAC 5-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MOAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T2
"OAC 5-222 TANK ALONE "T3
"CAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T4
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.,.12 -10 - e - 8 -. - 2 o 2 4 II e to 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C076011 \ () DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
(CD76021 ,~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
(CD76031 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
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MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MOAC S-222 TANK ALONE T2
MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE T3
MOAC S-222 TANK ALONE T4
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-~z -~o - 8 - II - 4 - 2 a 4 8 8 ~o S2
DATA SET SYMBOL
IC0760tl 0




MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MDAC S~ZZ TANK ALONE T2
MDAC S-ZZZ TANK ALONE T3
MDAC S-ZZZ TANK ALONE T4
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- 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 8 to 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04 T4 SET. SYMBOL
(C07601) n




D4T4 NOT AV4IL4BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
D4TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS












ZMRP ClOO. 0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH, .58 PAGE 208
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- 8 - 6 -. - 2 o 2 6 8 10 S2
DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION
(C07601) () MOAC S-222 TAN~
(C07602) 21 MOAC S-222 TAN~
(C07603) 8 MOAC S-222 TAN~







































































-t2 -to - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 to t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4T4 SET 'SYMBOL CONFlcrUR4T10N DESCRIPTION
ICD7601) () D4T4 NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ICD7602l ZS DATA NOT AVAIL4BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ICD7603> 8 DAT4 NOT AVAILABLE FQR ALL CONDITIONS
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.a.
.a.
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
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-12 -10 - e - 8 -. - 2 o • 8 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYPoIBOL
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-1~ -to - 8 - IS - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 10 t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
(C07601 I Cl
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• 00
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 10 12
ALL COND IT IONS
ALL CONDITIONS
ALL COND I nONS
T4
DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7601) () DATA ~OT AVAILABLE FOR
<C07602) Z! DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR
<C076C3) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR
<C076C41 HOAC 5-222 TAN~ ALONE
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA 0
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 to 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
(CD7GOI I Cl




DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




















- 8 - IS - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 12
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
ICD7601) () MD4C S-2ZZ TAN~ ALONE Tt
ICD760Z) IS MDAC S-Z22 TAN~ALONE T2
ICD7603) 8 MDAC s-zzz TAN~ ALONE T3
(CD7604) MDAC S-2?Z TAN~ ALONE T4
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HOAC 5-222 TAN~ ALONE Tl
HOAC 5-222 TAN~ ALONE T2
HOAC S-222 TAN~ ALONE T'
HOAC 5-222 TAN~ ALONE T4
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l~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F VARI~US TANKS AT BETA = 0
r . . ...,-,-r~...




















































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD76Dl1 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ICD76021 Z1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ICD76031 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
121088..2o






































































MD4C S-222 T4N~ ALONE T1
MD4C S-222 T4N~ 4LONE T2
MDAC $-222 T4N~ ALONE T3
MD4C S-222 T4N~ ALONE T4
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T2
MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T3
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LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0















































.09 .08 .08 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.Ol! -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09







DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OR ALL CONDITIONS














































lONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0















09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.Ii 8 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
,D4T4 SET SYMBOL CON'I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7601) n MDAC 5-222 TAN~ ALONE T1
(CD7602) 2! MDAC 5-222 TAN~ ALONE T2
(CD7'603 ) ~ MDAC S~222 TAN~ ALONE T3
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LONGITUDINAL CHA~ACTERISTICS DF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
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.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .• 01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09







MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MOAC S-222 TANK ALONE T2
MO"'C 5-222 TANK ALONE T3
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.08 .07 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
04T4 SET SY~BOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(C076011 () 04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
(C0760ZI 2! D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
(C076031 ~ D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
rrrrr r rn"-rrrTTT- TTl, -r"rrr' rr "ro"T r , , r' ,"r -r r 1 , r r r "
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.08 .06 .05 .04 .05 • 02 .Ot .00 -.Ot -.02 -.05 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09







MOAC S-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MOAC S-222 TANK ALONE T2
MOAC S-222 TANK ALONE T3
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
.00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09.01.02.03.04.05.06.07.08
















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
REFERENCE INFORM4TION04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TI~ DESCRIPTION
(C07601 ) () M04C 5-222 T4NK 4LONE T1
IC07602) Z! M04C 5-222 T4NK 4LONE T2
I C07603) 8 M04C '5-222 T4NK 4LONE T3
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MOAC S-222 TANK ALONE TZ
MDAC S-Z22 TANK ALONE T3
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
f














































- a -. -. - 2 o 2 III 10 It
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ;ALPHA. DEGREES






~DAC 5-222 TANK ALONE Tl
~DAC S-222 TANK ALONE T2
~DAC S-222 TANK ALONE T3


































l~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F VARI~US TANKS AT BETA = 0
-.12
-12 ' -10 - 8 - 41 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD76011 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C076021 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(CD76031 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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M04C 5-222 T4NK ALONE Tl
MOAC 5-222 T4NK ALONE T2
MCAC 5-222 T4NK ALONE T3
. HCAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T4








LREF' 609; 5004 IN •.
BREF' 882.0004 IN.
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MACH 2.20 PAGE 236
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA - 0
·1'
r









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- a -. - .. o 2 • • • 10 .12
DATA SET ~YMeOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7601) ; () MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE Tl
(CD76021 ~ HDAC S-222 TANK ALONE T2
(CD7603) 8 HDAC S-222 TANK ALONE T3
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. .
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









BREF 882.0004 IN •.
XMRP 557.0004 IN.
YMRP . 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060 .
MA~H .58 PAGE 238
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RE.ERENCE IN.ORN"TION
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MACH .90 PAGE 239
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10.
- II - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 II 8 10 12






O"T" NOT "VA.ILABLE FOR 4LL cONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V41LABLE FOR 4LL cONDITIONS
D4TA NOT 4VAIL4BLE FOR 4LL cONDITIONS











YMRP . 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
Sc4LE 0,.0060
MACH 1. 51 PAGE 241
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MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE Tl
MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE T2
MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE T3
MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T4

























































. ~ 01~ r::l .H"'C'-J~ ,.., ~o-t::l. ~~
0-= ~ ~br ~ --_._-
~~ ~rIh ~~A.




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 10 12
04T4 SET ~YMBOL CONFICUR4TION DESCRIPTION
IC07601) ,() M04C S-222 T4NK 4LONE Tl
1 C07602) Z'S M04C S-222 TIINK IILONE T2
1C07603') 8' MOIIC S-222 TIINK IILONE T3












ZMRP 200. 0004 IN.
StilLE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 243
LDNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF VARIDUS TANKS AT BETA = 0



































.002 .004 .008 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .020










04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
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~ ~A-Al\.~• ". -c:lC --
,
.002 .004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .020
O.. T" SET SYMBOL
IC076!l1 I 0
I C07:6!l2 I n
IC076!l31 8
IC076!l41
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.000 .002 .004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .020










OAT4 NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
04TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
04TA NOT AV41LABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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MOAC S-2Z2 TANK ALONE Tl
MOAC S-2ZZ TANK ALONE T2'
MDAC S-2Z2 TANK ALONE T3
HDAC S-2ZZ TANK ALONE T4
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









































LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF VARIDUS TANKS AT BETA = 0





Ll ~ .> r3I









-.12.00 .01 .02 .05 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 .10 .11 .12
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
CCD7601) () MD4C 5-222 T4NK 4LONE TI
(CD76Q2) _ z:s MD4C S-222 T4NK 4LONE T2
(CD7603) 8 MD4C S-222 T4NK 4LONE T3
CCD7604): MD4C $-222 T4NK 4LONE T4





























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF VARIDUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
04r4 SET SYM60L
(C07601 I 0




M04C 5-222 TANK ALONE Tl
M04C S-222 TANK ALONE T2
MOAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T3





















FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT~ CDF
.04.02.01


































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD76Dl I () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
ICD76021 rs DATA NOT AVAILABLE~OR ALL CONDITIONS
ICD76D31 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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~ ~ tth~ ~
. ~~ ~ ~
~ .~
-.t2
.00 .Dt .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .DB .09 .tD .tl .t2
, DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRlPTlON
I 1':07601) n MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE T1
! (C';-7602) z:s MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE: T2
(CD>·~03) {} MDAC 5-222 TANK ALC.NE T3.
(C076t..') 0 MDAC 5-222 TANK ALONE T4
I





























































MOAC S-222 TAN~ ALONE Tl
MDAC S-222 TAN~ ALONE T2
MDAe S-222 TAN~ ALONE T3










































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM






D4T4 ~T 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
D4T4 ~T 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS



























LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF VARIDUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
. T'rTf'TTrrrTTTr'rrrl'

















































.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C076011 () MOAC S-22C! TANK ALONE Tl
(C076021 ~ MOAC S-2C!2 TANK ALONE T2
(C076031 8 MOAC S-222' TANK ALONE T3
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
.,. r-r-rr-r-t-r,Trr-rlf-JT·rrTl I 1 '~""-""'''JT'T"Tr'TTI T'l''''' l"T,...., 'T'T·f...,,.,. T T T r'r 1"""" 'f ·r.,, . , ' , . .~ ,I I ;'! I' I :
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
~"TA. -SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
f CD?601 I 0 MDAC S-0!22 TANK ALONE T1
(CD?60~1 ~ MDAC S-222 TANK ALONE T2
(CD?6031 '8 MOAC S-220! TANK ALONE T3
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.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .Ot .00 -.Ot -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DAT~ SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7601) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
(CD7602) Z! DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
(CD760S) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
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Mo .. e 5-222 T"NK "LONE Tl
MO"C 5-222 T"NK "LONE T2
Mo ..e S-222 T"NK "LONE T3
Mo ..e S-222 T"NK "LONE T4
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TANKS AT BETA = 0
.l. r-r~~i'-rrT"" T' r TTTT 'T, "T°TTY·T IT'-T T·Y··",""" r , r,















.08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.tl8 -.09
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTioN
I CD7601 I () MDAC S-ZZZ TANK ALONE T1
ICD760Z1 ~ MDAC .S-ZZZ TANK ALONE T2
ICD76031 8 MDAC S-ZZZ. TANK ALONE T3
ICD76041 MDAC S-ZZZ TANK ALONE T4
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.























LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
r-,---~r- --,-,-,- -~,-~~~ -~~T~~r- --~-,-- -,~--,- --r y, -1-' , -, r,-, -, -r,-, ,~













































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BET-'
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOM. CGI Bl 0.000
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. CGI 62 0.000
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI 62S 0.000
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI 63 0.000
MDAC S-222 600STER ALONE (NOM. CGI 64 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD78011 f.) MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
ICD78021! n MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
(CD78031 . § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
(CD78041 MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNOM.























lMRP a .0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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"O"'C 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONElNO".
"O"'C 5-222 BOOSTER "'LeoNE (NO".
"O"'C 5-222 BOOSTER LONE(NO".
"04C 5-222 BOOSTER LONElNO".
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE<NOH.
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE<NOM.
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE<NOM.
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE<NOM.
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
r-r- r-r-r-.--,
I .
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA~A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
I CD7801 1 '~ MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI BI 0.000IC078021 MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI B2 0.000
IC078031 § MOAC S'-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI B2S 0.000(C07804 1 MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. 'CGI B3 0.000
IC0760 51 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI B4 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 3155.3040 SQ.FT.
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1210••2o- 2-.- .- 8-10
L~NGITUDINAL· CHAR. ~F VARI~US B~~STERS AL~NE AT BETA = 0 AND N~MINAL MRC, , I , ....r- -r r---,--· .--r--r-r-'r-r..-.-~-r-r-1
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







M04C 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 10 l~
ANGLE OF'ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL eON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
le07801) f.) MOAe S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
,I eG7802) z:s MOAe S-222 BOOSTER ALONE 1NOM •
le07803) § MOAe S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
le07804) MOAe S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALDNE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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>1oAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNO>1.
>1oAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNO>1.
>1oAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcN0>1.
>1DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINO>1.
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MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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HOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
HDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONECNOH.
HDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOH.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALeoNE I NOM •
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







>10AC S-~~2 BooSTE~ ALONE (NO>1.
>10AC S-22~ BOOSTER ALONE (NO>1.
>10AC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NO>1.
>10AC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NO>1.




























LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET $Y~BOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C07~01) () MOAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE(NO~.
(C0780Z) Zl ~OAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE(NO~.
(C07~D3) § ~OAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE(NO~.
(C07804 ) C' MOAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER 'ALONE (N,jM.
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.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.0" -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA ,SET SyMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
IC07~011 () MOAC S-ll2 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07$021 ~ MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
I C07803 1 ~ MOAC S-l22 BIJJS TER ALONE IN':'M.
IC078041 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.































































_ .10 ~__--1__-+__+ __+-__I-_--1__-+__+ __-I--'-_t-_-If-_-4__-+__+ __+-__t-_-If-_--1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
04T4 .SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4T10N DESCRIPTION
ICD7601) () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONElNOM.
ICD76D2) 13 MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
ICD7803) ~ MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07804)! MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONElNOM.
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~D4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE(NO~.
~D4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE(NO~.
~D4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE(NO~.
~D4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE(NO~.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IC078Dl) () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07802) ZS MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07803) § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07804) MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOH.
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOH.
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOH.
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NO~.
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t2to88•2a- 2-.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8- 8-to _
L~NGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINC~.
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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'2'0••2o- 2-.-.- 8-'0
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
r-T-I j I I I I r r-r-r -- -,e---r-o-,----r-r--T-T -T--T -T -r -T- T T -T , - T , I
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl. CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(CD780tl ~ MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. C~) Bl 0.000(C07802 ) MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. C~) B2 0.000
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
lCD7801) () HD4C S-222 BOJSTER ALONElNOM.
lCD78D2) Z'i HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONElNOM.
lCD7803) § HD4C 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM.
(CD78D4) MD4C 5-222· BOOSTER ALONE (NOM.
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTE~ ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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ALPHA. DEGREES
8 8 10 12
DA TA SET SYMBOL
I CD78Dl) ()





"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNOM.
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-1~ -10 - a -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • a 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL






MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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.'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10








MOAC S-2Z2 BVQSTER ALQNE(NQM.
NOAC S-2Z2 BVQSTER ALQNEINQN.
NOAC S-222 BVQSTER ALQNE I NC-M •
MOAC S-222 BVQSTER ALQNE(NQN.
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MD4C S-222 BOOSTER o\LONE"lNON.
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER O\LONElNOM.
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER O\LONEINOH.
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER o\LONEINON.
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.000 .002 .004 .006 .008 .• 010 .012, .01" • OilS .018 .020
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET 5YMBOL






H04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
H04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
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"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. CGI
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NC~. CGI
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NON. CGI
"DAC S-222 BOOS TER ALONE (NO" •.CGI
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONElNOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONElNOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC -S-222 BOOSTER ALONElNOM.
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I~ ~~ rJ~
-.12
.OU .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .Oll .07 .08 .09 .1G .ll .i2
OAT4 SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCO~80t) () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE<NOM.
(C078021 . ~ MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE<NOM.
(C07803 I §. MOAC S-222 BOOSTER AL<:.NE <NOM.
(C078041 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER AL0NE<NOM.



















ZHRP _ 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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.00 .0' .02 .05 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 .'0 .\1 .,e
04fA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CC07~011 () M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNoH.
CCD7802) IS MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNOM.
CCD7803) § MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
CCD7804-') MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE cNOM.































































FOREBeDY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
O"'T'" SET SY"BOL
IC07801 I ,n





"O"'C 5-222 BOOSTER LONEINO .
"O"'C 5-222 BOOSTER LONEINO .
..o c 5-222 BOOSTER LONEINO .
..o c 5-222 BOOS TEl< LONE IN<:,".

















RErERENCE INrOR ..... TION
SREr 3155.3040 SQ.rT.
LREr 609.5004 IN.
































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICOT801) () "OAC s-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
ICOT802) Z1 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
ICOT803) ,§ MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
ICOT804) "OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
ICOT805) "04C S-222 BC¢STER 4LONEINOM.

































































.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .02 .Ot .00 -.01 -.02 -.0;' -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SY>iBOL






>iOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNO>i.
>iOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINO>i.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNO>i.
>iOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONECNO>i.

























MACH .89 PAGE 298
LCJNGITUDINAL CHAR. CJF VARIOUS BCJCJSTERS ALCJNE AT BETA = 0 AND NCJMINAL MRC
~
































OA~A SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IC07801) () MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07802) ZS MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07803) ~ MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07804) MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IC07805) MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







































































.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
REFERENCE IN~ORMATION .04 T4 SET SYMBOL







MDAC S-222 BOjSTER ALONEINOM.
MD4C S-222 BOjSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOjSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOjSTER ALONEIN0N.








































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC







































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM.
MOAC S-~22 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.

























LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC

























































MOAC S-222 800STER ALONE (TI-C~)
MOAC S-222 800STER ALONE (TI-C~)
MOAC S-222 800STER IILONE (TI-C~)
MOAC S-222 800STER ALONE (TI-C~)
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HDAC S-~22 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~)
HDAC S-~22 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
HDAC 5-~22 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
HDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~)

















YHRP - ~77. 3004 IN.
ZHRP ~OO.0004 IN.
SCALE '0.0060
MACH 1. 08 PAGEl 303
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CG)

















YHRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 304
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-12 -10 - 8 -. -. - 2 a 2 .. 1I • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB9L erJNFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C078Al t () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~)
(C078A2) ~ MOAe S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~)
(C078A3 ) ~ MOAC S-222 BOOS TER ALONE (T1-C~)
(C078A4) MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~)

















~=:: - ~~~:~~~: ~~:
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 305
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







M04C S-222 BVQSTER 4LQ~E (Tf-CGI
M04C S-222 BVQSTER 4LQNE ITI-CGI
M04C S-222 BVQSTER 4LONE (TI-CGI
MOM; S-222 ·Bv-jS TER 4LONE (Tt -CGI
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
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o AND TANK 1 MRC
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HOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
HOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
HOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
HOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-C~)
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CG)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tt.-CGI
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 . • to 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CON'I~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE.IN'OR"ATION
(C078At I ~ "OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I Bl 0.000 SREF 3155.3040 SQ.'T.CCD78A21 "OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE <T1-CC.I B2 0.000 LREF 609.5004 IN.
CCD78,,'I § "OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CC.I B2S 0.000 BREF 882.0004 IN.CCD78A4 I "OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE <Tl-CC.I B3 0.000 l('"RP 557.0004 IN.CC078A5 I "D"C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CC.I B4 0.000 YHRP 277.3004 IN.ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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MOA.C S-222 BOOSTER A.LONE (Tl-tGI
MDA.C S-222 BOOSTER A.LONE (TI-CGI
MDAC &-222 BOOSTER A.LONE (TI-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER A.LONE (TI-CGI
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- 8 - S - 4 - 2 a 2 4 II II 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICD78At) ~ MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt -CC;) Bl 0.000 SREF 3155.3040 SQ.FT.ICD78A2) MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CC;) B2 0.000 LREF 609.5004 IN.
ICD78A5) § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CC;) B2S 0.000 BREF 882.0004 IN.I CD78A4, HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE I Tl-C~) B3 0.000 XlIRP 557.0004 IN.ICD78A5' MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE I Tl-C~) B4 0.000 THRP 277.3004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 312
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC , , , I -,
t J1
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M04C S-ZZ2 BOOSTER 4LONE ITI-CGI
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE ITI-CGI
M04C S-Z22 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-CGI
M04C S-ZZ2 BOOSTER 4LONE ITI-CGI
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC
r
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M04C S-1!22 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tl-CGI
MOAC S-1!22 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 314
L~NGITUDINAL CHAR. ~F VARI~US B~~STERS AL~NE AT BETA o AND TANK 1 MRC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER. ALONE lTI-CGI
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CG)
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CG)
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L~NGITUDINAL CHAR. ~F VARI~US B~~STERS AL~NE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 NRC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C~) Bl 0.000
MDAC s-222 BOOSTER ALONE I T1-C~) B2 0.000
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE I T1-C~) B2S 0.000
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C~) B3 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CvNFIGURATlvN OESCRIPTlvN BETA
MOAC 5-222 BOjSTER ALvNE <Tl-CGI Bl 0,000
MOAC 5-222 8vvSTER ALvNE ITl-CGI 82 0,000·
MOAC 5-222 8vvSTER ALvNE ITl-CGI B2S 0,000
MOAC 5-222 8vvSTER ALVNE ITl-CGI 83 0,000






YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 317
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC




















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
OAT4 SET SYHBOL






HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
H04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
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L:r
-.12
.09 .08 .07 .06 .05, .04 .03 .02. .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09












MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T1-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)











































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
REFERENCE INFORMATION0 .. T.. SET l;YMBOL
(CO?6 ..1' . n
(Cq?6"2' 11
(CQ?6 ..3, §(CO?6". ,
(CO?6"$ I
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MD ..C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
REFERENCE INFORMATION. D4TA SET SYMBOL CONrI&UR4TION DESCRIPTION
ICD7641I () MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE ITl-C&1
ICD78421 ZS MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE ITl-C&1
ICD78431 § MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE lTl-C&1
ICD7644 I, MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE lTl-C&1
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI

















YHRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 322
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. A~PHA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -10 - 8_ -. -. - 2 a 2 • • 8 10 12







MD4C 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONE lT1-CG)
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT1-CG)
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE lT1-CG)
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE lT1-CG)

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
MACH -1. 08 PAGE 323
LDNGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA: 0 AND TANK 1 NRC
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"OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
"OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
"OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
"OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I

















Y"RP - 1!77. S004 tN.
Z"RP 200.0004 tN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 2 •.20 PAGE 324






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.12
-~2 -10 - 8 - 8 - .. - 2 o 2 .. 10 12
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CON~IGUr.4TION OESCRIPTION
(C076411 [) 'M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tt-CGI
(C076421; n M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tt-CGI
(CD76431: ~ HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tt-CGI
(CD7644) MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-CGI

















YI4RP - 277.3004 IN.
ZI4RP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 325
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC
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- 8 - II
- 4 - It a 8 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCOl'SA1) 9 MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-C~) Bl 0.000 SREF 5155.3040 SO.FT.CCOl'8A2) MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-C~) B2 0.000 LREF' 609.5004 IN.
CCOl'8AS) § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-C'l B2S 0.000 BREF' 882.0004 IN.CCDl'8A.)1 MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lTl-Ceo) BS 0.000 XHRP 55?000. IN.ICOl'SA') MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-C~) B4 0.000 YHRP 2?l'.S004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.t!l060
MACH .89 PAGE 326
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARWUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA 0 AND TANK 1 MRC.a2!r~~~~~~~~~~-.-r!I_~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~_~~r-~~~[~r~r~~r~~
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MOIIC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)
MDIIC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T1-C~)
MDIIC S-222 BOOSTER IILONE (Tl-C~)

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 1. 08 PAGE 327
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ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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M04C 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-CGI
M04C 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-CGI
M04C 5-222 B':;~TER 4LONE (TI-CGI
M04C 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-CG)
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MD"C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)
MO"C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE CT1-C~)
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA oAND TANK 1 MRC
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H04C S-22:2 BOOSTER 4LONE IT1-CGI
H04C S-222: BOOSTER 4LONE IT1-CGI
HD4C S-2:22 BCOSTER 4LONE ITI-CGI
H04C S-2:22 BOOSTER 4LONE IT1-CGI
HDIIC S-2:22 BOOSTER 4LONE IT1-CGI
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L~NGITUDINAL CHAR. ~F VARI~US B~~STERS AL~NE AT BETA o AND TANK 1 MRC
.o~ooo
.002 .004 .006 .008 .0'0 .012 .014. .016 .018 .020











MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGl
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGl
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGl
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MOAC S-22:2: BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
MOAC S~222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
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.002 .004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .OUI .Ote .020










MO"C S-222 BOOSTER "~QNE (Tl-C~)
~D"C S-222 BOOSTER "~QNE ITl-C~1
MO"C S-222 BOOSTER 4~QNE ITl-C~1
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4~QNE ITl-C~)
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGJ


















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 334
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI


















.MRP - 277. ~004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 1. 08 PAGE 335
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CG)
MCAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-tG)

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 336
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.12
.00 .01 .02 .03 .05 .06 .08 .09 .10 .Il _12
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD78Al1 () MDAC S-l!l!l! BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
(CD78AZI ~ MDAC S-Zl!l! BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI
(CD78A31 § MDAC S-l!Zl! BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
(CD78A4 I, MDAC S-l!l!l! BOOSTER ALONE (Tt-CGI

















YHRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 337
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ~LONE ITl-CGI
MD~C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
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.08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.O~
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.ClM
REFERENCE INFORMATIONOA Til SET SY>1eOL






MOAC S-222 BOOSTER IILONE ITl-CGI
MOIIC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI
MOAC S~222 eOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MOIIC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI
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.09 .oa .07 .06 .05 ".04" .0' .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.0' -.04 -.05 -.06 -.01' -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







MO"C S-l!ZZ BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
HO"C S-l!2l! BOOSTER ALONE ITI-C~1
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~I
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.00 -.01 -.OZ -.O~ -.04 -.05 -.Oll -.07 -.Oll -.011
.01.OZ.O~
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.04.05.06.07.08
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALDNE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC
r
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HDAC S-ZleZ eOOSTER ALONE (T1-CGI
HDAC S-leZZ BOOSTER ALONE (Tt-CGI
HDAC S-Zlele eOOSTER ALONE (Tt-CGI
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tt-CGI

































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
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- 8 - 8 - .. - 2 a 2 • 8 8 to 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION BETA RE~ERENCE IN~ORM4TION
CCD78Bll g MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE I T3-CGI Bl 0.000 SREF 3155.3040 S\}'.~T.ICOl'8B21 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI 62 0.000 LREF 809.5004 IN.
I C078B3 I § M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI 62S 0.000 BREF 882.0004 IN..IC078B41 M04C S-222 BooST£R ALONE IT3-CGI B3 0.000 XMRP 557.0004 IN.ICOl'8B51 M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI 64 0.000 YI4RP 288.7004 IN.
ZI4RP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 342
LONbllUOINAL CHAR. Of VARIQUS BOUSIERS ALONE AT BElA - 0 AND lANK 3 NRC
-r·'r~-- i-T-,.---,.-.-·-r-,-,.-.-.....--r--r -r -.--.- ~-._.- -r---r-r-- ---f· r-·T-'- ~T·'·r'·,-· --r·'·'· ·r· "Tf" f
--
-. 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 II 8 10 12







MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI

















YMRP- - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 1. 08 PAGE 343


















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -10







MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
HDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI














LREF 609.5004 - IN.
BREF 882.0004 IN.
XMRP 557.0004 IN.
YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 344
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MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALON~ IT3-CGI

















YMRP - 288.7004 tN.
ZMRP 200.0004 tN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 345
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T" SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C078B11 9 MOAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1 Bl 0.000 SREF 3155.3040 S'I.FT.«(078B21 MOAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE <T3-C~1 BZ 0.000 LREF 609.5004 IN,
«078631 § MOAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1 BZS 0.000 BREF 88Z.0004 IN.«(01'8641 MOAC s-ZZZ BOOS TER ALONE <T3-C~1 B3 0.000 llMRP 551'.0004 IN.
«01'8651 MO"C S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE <T3-C~1 B4 0.000 YMRP 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060




oAND TANK 3 MRCLONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETAr-r-,-
-r-~..--r-r-r , , .-..-,
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-C~)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-C~)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
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v v "V 'V v'V"Vv 'Vv V vv ...,"V v "V V'''V'V "vv ~ V
I
""/\ /\ A A IA A /\ /\ IA A A /\ A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A /\ /\
,
.00
-tl! -10 - 8 -. - 4 - l! o 2 4 8 10 tl!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBO'- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICO?8Bl1 9 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER A'-ONE (T3-CGI Bl 0.000 SREF 3155.3040 SO.FT.IC078B21 MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER A'-ONE IT3-CGI B2 0.000 '-REF 609.5004 IN.
IC079B31 ~ MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER A'-ONE lT3-CGI B2S O.QOO BREF 892.0004 IN.ICO?9B41 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER A'-ONE lT3-CGI B3 0.000 XMRP 551'.0004 IN.IC079B5) MOAC S-222 BOOS TER AV;'NE IT3-CGI B4 0.000 YMRP 299.7004 IN.
ZMRP aDO.0004 IN.
SCA'-E 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 348
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• 00











MDAC 5-222 BOOSTEr, ALONE IT3-C~)
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTEr, ALONE IT3-C~)
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTEr, ALONE IT3-C~)
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTEr, ALONE IT3-C~)
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04 T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CD76B11 9 MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI Bl 0.000 SREF 3155.3040 SO.FT.(C076B21 MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI B2 0.000 LREF 609.5004 IN.
(CD76B31 § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI B2S 0.000 BREF 882.0004 IN.(CD76B41 MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI B3 0.000 XMRP 557.0004 IN.(CD78B51 MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI B4 II 0.000 YIIRP 288.7004 IN.ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 350
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MOAc S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
MOAc S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)





































































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA SET SYMBOL
(C078~t1 Cl




MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI
MOAC S-Z2Z BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI
MOAC S-ZZZ BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI
MOAC S-22Z BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CCI

















YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH- .89 PAGE 354
12108•42Q- 2- 4- 8- 8-10
L~NGITUDINAL CHAR. ~F VARIOUS B~OSTERS AL~NE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
f , I i
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
" REFERENCE INFORM'" nONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR ... TION DESCRIPTION
(CD78B 1 I .0 MD"'C S-222 BOOSTER LONE lT3-CGI
(CD78B21 ZS MD"'C S-222 BOOSTER LONE (T3-CGI
(CD7SBSI § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER "'LoNE (T3-CGI
(CD78B4 I; MDAC S-222 BOOSTER "'LONE lT3-CGI
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER· ALONE <T3-CGI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPHA. DEGREES
-.09
-
121 -10 - e - 8 - .. - 2 o 2 e e to t2
DATA SET·SYMBQL CONFI~URATIQN DESCRIPTION
ICD78Bl1 () MDAC S-0!22 BVQSTER ALQNE IT3-CGI
ICD78B21 ZS MDAC S-222 BVQSTER ALQNE IT3-CGI
ICD78B31 § MDAC S-222 BVQSTER ALQNE IT3-CGI
I CD78B4 I MDAC S-20!2 BOOSTER ALQNE lT3-CGI

















YHRP - 0!88.7004 IN.
ZHRP 0!00.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 357
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC






































.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 600STER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 600STER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 600STER ALONE IT3-CGI
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALDNE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
.00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.01' -.08 -.09.01.02.03.04.05.06.01'.08



















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM






MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
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LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
T--rrT -f rrT rr TT T -r., r '-rr-rr
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM








MOAe S-222 BQQSTER ALONE (T3-e~1
MOAe S-222 BQQSTE~ ALONE (T3-e~1
MOAe S-222 BQQSTE~ ALONE CT3-e~)
MOAe S-222 BQQSTER ALONE (T3-e~)



































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = aAND TANK 3 MRC
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.08 ·.01' .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.01' -.08 -.09






MD"C S-222 BooSTE:R "LONE: (T3-CGI
MD"C S-222 6ooSTE:~ "LONE: (T3-CGI
MD"C S-222 600STER "LONE (T3-CGI
MD"C S-222 600STER "LONE IT3-CGI
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MOAC S-222 BCOSTER ALONE IT3-CG) BI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG) B2
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CCi) • B2S
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CCi) 63












YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 1M.
SCALE 0.0060'
MACH .89 PAGE 362
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = O' AND TANK 3 MRC
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-12 -10 - 8
- 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C07~Bl 1 () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
(C076B21 2! MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CG'
(C07~B31 § MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CG'
(C07~e41 MOAC -S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CG'


























































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC



















- 8 - II - 4 - 2 o 2 4 II 8 to 1.2






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~l~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA
MOAC S-l!l!l! BOOSTER ALONE lT3-C~) Bl 0.000
MOAC S-l!22 BO:'STER ALONE IT3-C~1 B2 0.000
MOAC S-l!22 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-C~1 B2S 0.000
MOAC S-22l! BOOSTER ALONE lT3-C~) B3 0.000









































-t2 - 8 -. - 4 - 2
.
a 2 4 • • to 12








MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI

















YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 365
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"" A A A A A A A IA A A A A A A A IA A A A A A A A A A AA A A A A A A " ~
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• 00
-12 -10 - II - e - 4 - 2 a 4 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TS-C~I
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
140AC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~'1



































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
r " j ~r-r-Lr-.~
•l_. ~ J~,.. ,... ,...0-..... c-' ,--- I
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-12 -10 - 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12










M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
H04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
"04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI

















Y"RP - 288.7004 IN.
Z"RP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 1. '08 PAGE 367
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-12 -10 - a, - a
- " - 2 o 2
a a to 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-C~)
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-C~)
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-C~)

















YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
lHRP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 368
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MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LO~E (T3-CGI
MD4C S e 222 BOOSTER 4LO~E (T3-CGI
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI




































































LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BODSTERS ALDNE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
.










~'C1O- ~ c: I~
..... .I":b .JP ....l::l; U
:J, rl ~H ~ l:Jo-.::.J
rtJl-l ............ --
.... ~
~ ...~ ~~"'" -~
~
.004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014· .016 .018 .020
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(c07eBt) ~ MOAC S-222 BIX>STER ALONE CT3-CGI B1 0.000 SREF 3155.3040 SQ.FT.(C07IJB21 MOAC S-222 BIX>STER ALONE CT3-CGI B2 0.000 LREF e09.5004 IN.
(C078B::!) § MOAC S-222 BIX>STER ALONE (T3-CGI B2S 0.000 BREF 882.0004 IN.(C07eB4 ) MOAC S-222 BIX>STER ALONE CT3-CGI B3 0.000 XMRP 557.0004 IN.(C078B5) MOAC S-222 BIX>STER ALONE CT3-CGI 84 0.000 VIolRP 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SC"LE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 370
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
r-r"",








.002 .004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .01lS .018 .020











MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC s-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
































MACH 1. 08 PAGE 371
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. DF VARIDUS BDDSTERS ALDNE AT BETA oAND TANK J HRC













































.oo~ .004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .o~o
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR







MO"C S-~~~ BOOSTEr, "LONE 'T3-C~)
MO"C S-2~~ BOOSTEr. ALONE 'T3-C~)
MOAC S-~~~ BOOSTEr, ALONE 'T3-C~)
MOAC S-~~~ BOOSTEr. "LONE 'T3-C~)
































MACH 2.20 PAGE . 372
























































.002 .004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .020










'MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
~g:~I~=~~~ ~~~~~: :t~~~ :~~=~~:
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGJ
































MACH 4.47 PAGE 373
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HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE tT5-CGI
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT5-CGI
HOAC S-222 BCOSTER ALONE tT5-CGI
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI

















YHRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACN .89 PAGE 374
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.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .0& .07 .08 .09 .10 .11 .12








MDAC S-~22 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI

















YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060














LCNGITUDINAL CHAR. CF VARIOUS BCOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC




























FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF







MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LO~E (T3-C~1
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LO~E IT3-C~1
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALO~E IT3-C~)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALO~E IT3-C~)

















YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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-.12.00 .01 .02 .0;' .05 .06 .07 .06 .09 .10 .tt .12
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(CD7SBll () MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
(C07SB21 ~ M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
(C07SB31 § M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
(C07eB41 M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI


















YHRP - 268.7004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 377·
~t4Fr---+--+--+--+---+--+--I----+-~-;i ;;..;--+----+---+--+--+----+-~--1
~
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC
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.09 .08 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
M04C 8-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3-CGI
































MACH .89 PAGE 378
LONGITUDINAL CHAR OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 MRC






































PITCHING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT. ClM
CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CG)
MDAC S-222 BC'-'STER ALONE (T3-CG)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CG)
MDAC S-222 BoosrER ALONE (T3-CG)




























MACH 1. 08 PAGE 379
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 NRC
f







































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.08 .07 .08 .•05 .04 .os .o~ .Ot .00 -.01 -.o~ -.os -.04 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.08 -.09







MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE lT3-CGI
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT:S-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI
































MACH 2.20 PAGE 380
I~


































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-C~)
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
































MACH 4.47 PAGE 381
























































- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.
r







~D"C S-222 BOOSTER "LONE ITI-CG) Bl
~D"C S-222 BOOSTER "LONE ITI-CG) B2
~D"C S-222 BOOSTER "LONE ITI-CG) B2S
~D"C S-222 BOOSTER "LONE (Tl-CG) B3
















MACH .89 PAGE 382
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-12 -10 - 8
- 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 to, 12








() MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI'
Z1 MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
































MACH 1 ~ 08 PAGE 383
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 12







MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C"
M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C"
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C"
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C"

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 3~4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RE~ERENCE IN~ORHATIONDATA SET ~YHBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD78Al) I () HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
(RD78A2) ~ HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
(RD78A3) §. HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T1-CGI
(RD78A4 I HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T1-CG)
































MACH 4.47 PAGE 385
LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF VARIDUS BDDSTERS ALDNE AT BETA oAND TANK 1 MRC
12108842o
- 2- 4- IS- 8-10
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T" SET SYft1BOL CONFI~UR"TION DESCRIPTION BET4 REFERENCE INFORM"TION
(R078"11 9 MO"C S-222 BOOSTEr. "LONE I TI-C~) Bl 0.000 SREF' 3155.3040 S~.FT.(1<078"21 MO"C 5-222 BOOSTEr. "LONE IT1-C~) B2 0.000 LREF' 609.5004 IN.
IR078"31 § MO"C S-222 BOOSTEr. 4LONE lTI-C~1 B2S 0.000 BREF 8S2.0004 IN.(1<078"41 i "'O"C 5-222 BOOSTER "LONE lTI-C~1 B3 0.000 X"'RP 557.0004 IN.11<07/345) ,
"'O"C 5-222 BOOSTER "LONE lTI-C~I- B4 0.000 V"'RP 277.3004 IN.I ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 386
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE A'T BETA -. 0 AND TANK 1 ,MRC
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 0, 2 4 41 41 to t2








MO"C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MD"C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MD"C S-222 BOOS TEl' ALONE (TI-CGI
MO"C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI

















T"RP - 277.3004 IN.
l"RP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 4 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE CT1-C"
~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE CT1-C"
~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C"
~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE CT1-C"
































MACH 2.20 PAGE 388
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- 8 - II - 4 - 2 a 2 4 IS to 12








HoAC S-222 .BooS TER ALONE (T1-C~)
HoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tt-C~)
HoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tt-C~)
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tt-C~)




















MACH 4.47 PAGE 389
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-CGI

















YI4RP - 277.3004 IN.'
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 390
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I
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI

















Y"RP - 277.3004 IN.
Z"RP 200.0004 IN.
, SCALE 0.0060
MACH 1.08 PAGE 391,
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HOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT1-C~1
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT1-C~1
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-CGI
H04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-CGI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.040
-IZ -10 - 8 - 8
- 4 - Z o Z 4 8 10 IZ
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION OESCRIPTION
(RD78All () MDAC S-222 BCOSTER ALONE (TI-C~l
(RD78A21 2! MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~l
(RD78A3l ~ MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-C~l
(RD78A4 l MDAC S-222 BOOS TER ALONE (T1-C~l

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 393
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-12 -10 - a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 a to t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
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-t2 -to - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 s to t2










MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI

















YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACf-;l 1. 08 PAGE 395
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 s 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDA TA sET SYMBOL
IRD78Bli C)
IR078B21 z:s




MDAC S-222 BoosTeR ALONE IT3-CGI
MDACS-222 Bvr.·STER ALONE IT3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.12










MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C"
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C"
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3~C"
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C"
































MACH 4.47 PAGE 397
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA o AND TANK 3 MRC
12108842a
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMA TlON
IR07eBli ~ MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI Bl 0.000 SREF $155.3040 SQ."T.IR078B21 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE 'lT3-CGI 82 0.000 LRE" 609.5004 IN.
IR078B31 §. MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI 82S 0.000 BRE" 882.0004 IN.IR078B41 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI B3 0.000 XMRP 551'.0004 IN.1R0788-51 MOAC S-222 BooSTEIl ALONE lT3-CGI 84 0.000 YMRP 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .89 PAGE 398
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA -0 AND TANK 3 MRC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.07








() MOAC S-222 BooSTE~ ALONE IT3-CGI
~ MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
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~DAC S-222 BOOS TEl< ALONE IT3-CGI
~DAC S-222 BOOSTEr. ALONE IT3-CGI
~DAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
~DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI



































oAND TANK 3 MRC
•4ito- It- 4-.- 8-10
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA
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MOAC 5-222 Br.;.'STER ALONE (T3-CGI B1
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI· B2
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI B2S
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI B3














YMRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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lATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. 6F VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT BETA = 0 AND TANK 3 HRC
II!10Ie4I!o
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MO"C S-222 BOOSTER "LONE CT3-CGI
MO"C S-222 BOOSTER "LONE cTS-CGI
MO"C S-222 BOOSTER "LONE cTS-CGI
MOIoC a-222 BOOSTER "LONE CTS-CGI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL






MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI

















.YNRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZNRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060'
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MD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT3-CGI
MD4C 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT3-CGI
M04C 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT3-CGI
MD4C '-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT3-CGI

















YHRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
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HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~)
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1

















YHRP - 288.7004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (N·jM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOM.
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT ALPHA






SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES







HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
HD4t S 4 222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH. C'I Bl
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH. C'I B2
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH. C'I B2S
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOH. C'I B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFICUR4TION DESCRIPTION
IR079011 () M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IR079021 ~ M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
IR079031 § M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONEINOM.
IR079041 M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SytolBOL






toIOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOtol.
toIOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
toIOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
toIOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD79011 () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
CR079021 Zl MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IR079031 § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
IR079041 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT ALPHA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINO".
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINO".
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEIN~.
"DAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEIN~.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONDATA SET SYMBOL
(RD79011 () MDA~ S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI 81
(RD79021 Zl MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI 82
(RD79031 § MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOH. CGI 82S
(R079041 MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM. CGI 83
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MDAC S-~~~ BOOSTER Al.ONEINOM.
MDAC S-~~~ BOOSTER Al.ONEINOM.
MDAC S-~~~ BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-~~~ BOOSTER ALONEINOM.























ZMRP a .0000 IN ~
SCALE 0.0060
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT ALPHA = 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
.040
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.040
-12 -10 - 8
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOH.
IIOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOH.
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOH.
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOH.
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SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SY>1BOL






MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
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M04C S-lZl BOOSTER ALONEINON.
H04C S-Zll BOOSTER ALONEINOH.
H04C S-lll BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
HOAC S-lll BOOSTER ALONEINOH.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONEINOM.
MoAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOM.
_MoAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOM.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA
<R07901) 9 MOAC S-:1!:1!:1! BOOSTER ALONEtNOM. C~) 8t 0.000<R0790:1!) MOAC S-:1!2:1! BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. C~) B:1! 0.000
<R07903J § MOAC S-:1!:1!:1! BOOSTER ALONEINOM. C~) B:1!S 0.000<R07904) MOAC S-:1!:1!2 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. C~) B3 '0.000
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT ALPHA 0 AND NOMINAL MRC
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MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONECNOH.
M04C 5-222 BOOSTER ALONEcNOM.
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE(NOM.
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONECNOM.
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oAND NOMINAL MRC
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES







. [) HO"C S-ZZ2 BOOSTER "LONE (NcM. Cc;)
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES







MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tl-C~I
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tl-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tl-C~)

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
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;LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALDNE AT ALPHA - 0 AND TANK 1 MRC
... ~ . rC~~I-r-r~'~
,,".~, ""--"- ---_._--- --_..._-+-----+-_.-
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI

















THRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 1. 08 PAGE 423
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL






MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITI-CGI

















YHRP - 277.3004 IN.
lHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MAt::H 2.20 PAGE 424
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
I"D79At) ()





MDAC S-2~~ BOOSTEl< ALONE ITt-CG)
MDAC S-2~~ BOOSTEI< ALONE I.Tt-CG)
MDAC S-222 BOOS TEl< ALONE ITt-CG)
MDAC S-222 BOOS TEl< ALONE ITt-CG)

















YHRP - 277.3004 IN.
ZHRP ~00.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060"
MACH 4.47 PAGE . 425
121088..2o
- 2- ..- 8- 8
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT ALPHA = 0 AND TANK 1 MRC




















































MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI

















YMRP - 277.3004 IN •
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. SETA. DEGREES
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MC4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-C~)
MC4C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-C~)
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-C~)
M04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (Tt-C~)
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- 8 - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 to t2
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
04 T4 SET SYHBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORH4TtON
(R079411 19 H04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE ITI-CGI BI 0.000 SREF 1I155.3040 SQ.I'T.(R079421 H04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt -CGI B2 0.000 LREF 4509.5004 IN.
( R079431 ~ H04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-CGI B2S 0.000 BREI' 882.0004 IN.(1;079441 H04C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE ITt-CGI B3 0.000 XHRP 557.0004 IN.(R079451 H04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt -CGI B4 0.000 YHRP 277.3004 IN.
ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 428'
1210IS842o
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ALONE AT ALPHA ~ 0 AND TANK 1 MRC




















































MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CG)
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
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ZHRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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oAND TANK 1 MRC
A - •
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT1-C~)
HDAC S-222 BOOS IER ALONE- (Tt -CCO)
HD4C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)
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HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (TI-CGI
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
"OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-CGI
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
MDAC 5-222 BOOS TEl< ALONE (Tl-C~I
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~I
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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MOAC S-l!l!2 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-Cel
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-Cel
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-Cel
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITt-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE CTt-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE ITl-CGI
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (Tl-C~)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (TI-C~)
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MOIIC S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE (T3"C~1
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IRD?9B11 () MDAC S-222 8C0STER ALONE IT3-CGI
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ·ALONE <T3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C~1
MOAC S-222 BC~STER ALONE IT3-C~1
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SCALE 0.0060
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MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG)
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1104C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
1104C S-222 BOOSTER 4LONE IT3-CGI
1104C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
110AC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CGI
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MDAC S-222 BCQS1ER ALONE (T3-CGI
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
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MOAC S-ZZZ 600STER ALONE lT3-CGI
MOAC S-Z2Z BOOSTER ALONE lT3-CGI
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG)
MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG)
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C'1
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C'1
M04C S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CGI
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HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-C'"
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HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-C~1
HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-C~1
HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-C~1
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MDAC.S-222 BOOSTER ALONE IT3-CG)
MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (T3-CG)
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HOAC 5-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOH. C~' BISI
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(C07806) () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. CG) B1Sl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C07806). () MOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. CG) 81S1
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DATA S~T SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD780Gl () MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOM. CGI B1SI
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(C078D61 '() HDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOH. C~) B1SI
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IC079061 () HOAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOH. C~) B1Sl
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(CD7S06) () OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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(CD7806) () HDAC S-~~2 BOOSTER ALONE (NOH. CG) B1SI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
~OAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NO~. CG) B1SI
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MDAC S-222 BOOSTER .ALONE eN>:)M. CGI B1S1
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(CD780G) () MDAC S-222 BOOSTER ALONE (NOH. C~) B1SI
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